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Abstract
To gain an understanding of the environmental factors that affect the growth of the bacterium Sporosarcina
pasteurii, the metabolism of the bacterium and the calcium carbonate precipitation induced by this bacterium
to optimally implement the biological treatment process, microbial induced calcium carbonate precipitation
(MICP), in situ. The grouting batches of nutrient solution and bacterial liquid significantly influence the
curing effect of Microbial Induced Calcium carbonate Precipitation (MICP). This paper analyzed the
physical and mechanical properties, and micro-structures of the sand cured by nutrient solution and bioreaction fluids in different grouting batches, through the geotechnical test, and SEM, respectively, to explore
the effect of grouting times on MICP. Grouting the bacterial of Sporosarcina pasteurii and nutrient solution
intermittently, the permeability and water absorption of the bio-cemented sand decreased with the number
of grouting batches, but the dry density, unconfined compression strength, and the amount of precipitated
calcium carbonate increased. The apparent pore content and the average pore diameter of the SEM images
also gradually decreased, indicating that the mechanical properties of the bio-cured sand have been improved.
However, the solidification effect didn’t continuously increase after filling nutrient solution nine times in
this study. The reason is that the concentration and activity of the residual bacteria, as well as the size and
number of pores in the sand column, reduced with the increasing nutrient solution grouting batches, which
slowed down the rate of precipitation reaction. Once the sand was solidified by cyclic grouting reaction fluids,
the mechanical strength of the bio-cemented sand also increased with the cycle grouting batches. Since the
average porosity of the sand column in the SEM image was less than 2% after cyclic filling the reaction fluids
three times, the solidification effect changed in apparently with more grouting batches.
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INTRODUCTION
Microbial Induced Calcium carbonate Precipitation
(MICP) utilizes the metabolic pathways of bacteria
which can be extracted from the polluted soil (Ahmad,
Arshad et al. 2016, Nwinyi et al. 2018) to form calcite
(CaCO3) that binds the soil particles together (Li et al.
2013, Achal et al. 2015, Zhan and Qian 2017), leading
to increased soil strength, stiffness, impermeability and
anti-liquefaction (DeJong et al. 2010, Nemati and
Voordouw 2003, Paassen et al. 2010), and decreased
contamination in the soil (Aslam, Khalid et al. 2017).
The introduction of bacteria or nutrient solution to soil
can be achieved generally through two main methods
including: injection method (Paassen et al. 2010,
Whiffin et al. 2007), immerged into cementation media
in a batch reactor (Bu et al. 2018, Li et al. 2018), and
surface percolation method (Liang and Ralf 2014, Zhan
and Qian 2017). The injection method is the most
commonly used method in MICP (Khodadadi et al.
2017), and controlled by the volume of solutions, rate

and pressure of solution flowing, injection times, and so
on.
With the increase of the volume of the nutrient
solution, the dry density was proportionally increased,
the permeability was proportionally decreased, both
unconfined compressive strength and stiffness (E50)
was exponentially increased (Cheng et al. 2013, Paassen
et al. 2010). The strength of sand cured with reaction
liquid in the constant flow rate (5ml/min of bacteria ,
10ml/min of nutrient solution) was much greater than
that in the free infiltration of the reaction fluid by
gravity(Rong et al. 2012). The chemical efficiency
decreased to an average of 50% if the highest ureaCaCl2 input rate increase from 0.042 mol/L/h to 0.084
mol/L/h (Al Qabany et al. 2012). A low flow pressure
(i.e., 0.2 bar) encouraged calcite cementation at the
particle contact points, an excessively high flow pressure
(i.e., 2.0 bar), the shear strength was reduced by 13%
despite a considerable amount of calcite precipitated
(1.4%)(Min et al. 2013).
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Flushing the bacteria-fixed sand by nutrient solution
continuously saves the time for MICP processes (Yang
and Cheng 2013, Zhang et al. 2015). The unconfined
compressive strength and Brazilian splitting tensile
strength of the sand columns increased gradually, when
the cyclic grouting batches of the continuously injected
reaction liquids increases from 1 to 3 times (Zhang et al.
2015). The average UCS increased with the numbers of
grouting batches increasing from 1 to 6, but slightly
decrease at the seventh grouting (Yang and Cheng
2013).
Compared to continuous injection, intermittent
injection promoted more uniform distribution of
nutrients, thus promoting more uniform precipitation
of calcium carbonate (Barkouki et al. 2011, Martinez et
al. 2013, Rong et al. 2012). However, the effect of cycle
grouting batches of intermittent injected reaction
solutions on MICP has not been discussed in details.
This paper compares physical and mechanical
properties, and microstructures of bio-cemented sands,
which were flushed by various grouting batches of
reaction fluids, to illustrate the effect of cycle grouting
batches on MICP, and the reason for the variations of
different properties with the increasing grouting
batches.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Bacteria
The type of bacteria used in the present study is
Sporosarcina pasteurii (DSM 33), a Gram-positive
chemoheterotrophic bacteria with rhabditiform cells in
the length of 2~3μm. Sporosarcina pasteurii can produce
a large amount of precipitation in a short time because
of the high urease activity, which is applicable in MICP
(Wei et al. 2015). The cultivation for bacterial consists
of 20 g/L yeast extract, 10 g/L (NH4)2SO4, and 0.13 M
tris buffer (pH = 9.0), which are sterilized in an
autoclave at 121℃ for 20 min prior to mixing them
together. The medium with Sporosarcina pasteurii is
stored in a flask, which is kept in a shaking bed in the
rotation speed of 160 rpm and temperature of 30 ℃,
until the optical density and the urease activity reached
1.5 and 36.5 mM urea/h respectively.

Table 1. The physical properties of CHINA ISO
standard sand
Physical
Properties
Numerical
Value

Gs

d50(mm)

Cu

emax

emin

2.653

0.18

1.56

0.950

0.605

0.5 M. Bacteria fixative is 50 mM calcium chloride, in
the volume of 1/10 of that of the bacteria.
Sand
The sand used in this study was a type of CHINA
ISO standard sand, fine sand with uniform particle and
poor gradation. The physical properties of the sand are
shown in Table 1.
Schedule of experiments
Sand columns fabricated in the split PVC mold in
this study are 80 mm in height and 39.1 mm in
diameter. Two hours after injecting the bacteria and
bacteria fixative, in the volume of 50 ml and 5 ml
respectively, into the sand column with the rate of 3
ml/min, the cementation solution in the volume of 50
ml flushed through the column in the rate of 5ml/min.
Reaction of bacteria and nutrient solution lasted for 12
hours before the next nutrient solution filling (Choi et
al. 2017, Rong et al. 2012).
The grouting times of nutrient solution in this study
are designed up to 15 times with the interval of 3 times,
including 5 groups which cover the range of the
repeated times in most studies (Choi et al. 2017, Cui et
al. 2017).. According to the variations of physical and
mechanical properties of the bio-cemented sand with
the increasing filling times of the nutrient solution, an
optimal value of the grouting times, namely A, is used
in latter experiments for cycle grouting batches. The
batches for cycle grouting, a loop of filling the nutrient
solution by A times after a bacteria and bacteria fixative
injection, are divided into 5 groups in the value from 1
to 5 (Table 2).
Methods
Bio-cemented sand test
Permeability of the bio-cemented sand is tested
using a falling head method, and calculated by the
equation (1).

Nutrient solution
Nutrient solution is a mixture of the calcium
chloride and the urea in equal molar concentration of

𝑘𝑘 = 2.3

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
ℎ1
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝐴𝐴∆𝑡𝑡
ℎ2

(1)

Table 2. Experiment details
Test group
grouting times of the nutrient solution
Cycle grouting batches

930

A1
3

A2
6

A3
9
1

A4
12

A5
15

B6

B7

1

2

B8
A
3

B9

B10

4

5
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Fig. 1. Results of Geotechnical test of bio-cemented sand by different nutrient solution grouting times (a)
permeability, (b) water absorption ratio, (c) dry density, (d) unconfined compression strength (UCS), (e) content
of calcium carbonate
here 𝑘𝑘 is the permeability, 𝑎𝑎 is the cross-section area
of water pipe, 𝑙𝑙 is the height of the sand column, 𝐴𝐴 is
the cross-section area of the sand column, ∆𝑡𝑡 is the time
interval, ℎ1 is the initial head height, ℎ2 is the terminate
the head height.
The bio-cemented samples were dried at 70 ℃ for
36 hours until their mass-loss ratios (in 24 h) were less
than 0.1%, and then cooled to room temperature. The
dry density was obtained by measuring the mass,
diameter and height of the samples.
The water absorption ratios of the treated samples
were calculated by the following equation (2):
𝑊𝑊 =

𝑚𝑚2 − 𝑚𝑚1
× 100%
𝑚𝑚1

(2)

m1 is the moisture-free weight of the sample, m2 is
weight of the sample immersed in water for 24 hours.
Unconfined compression strength (UCS) were
tested by press machine, with the axial load in a constant
rate of 1.0 mm/min.
The oven-dried sand crushed by a mortar from the
treated sand column was washed in HCl solution (0.1
M) to dissolve precipitated carbonates, rinsed, drained,
and oven-dried. The Calcite Content, C, was calculated
by the equation (3):
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𝐶𝐶 =

𝑊𝑊𝑆𝑆1 − 𝑊𝑊𝑆𝑆2
× 100%
𝑊𝑊𝑆𝑆2

(3)

WS1 and WS2 are the weight of the dry sand before
and after washing by HCl, respectively.
SEM
Microstructure morphology of the bio-cemented
sand was scanned by a scanning electron microscope
(SEM, FEI Quanta 650), in order to compare changes
of microstructure, and then analyze the curing
mechanism. SEM images were processed by Image-Pro
Plus (IPP) software to compute the apparent pore
content, N, and the average pore diameter, D, calculated
by the equation(4) and (5), respectively.
𝑁𝑁 =

𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝
× 100%
𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡
𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝
𝐷𝐷 =
𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝

(4)
(5)

𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 , in μm2, is the area of all pores in the SEM image,
𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡 in μm2, is the area of the SEM image, 𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝 is the
number of pores in the SEM image.
RESULTS
Geotechnical Experiment
Physical and mechanical properties of bio-cemented
sand columns by different times nutrient solution
grouting were shown in Fig. 1. The permeability and
931
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Fig. 2. Results of Geotechnical test of bio-cemented sand by different cycle grouting batches (a) permeability, (b)
water absorption ratio, (c) dry density, (d) unconfined compression strength (UCS), (e) content of calcium
carbonate
water absorption ratio decreased with the grouting
times of nutrient solution, while the dry density, the
unconfined compression strength, and the content of
calcium carbonate increased. The decrements of
permeability and water absorption ratio, as well as the
increment of the dry density, the unconfined
compression strength and the content of calcium
carbonate, declined after the grouting frequency of
nutrient solution reached nine times. The permeability,
water absorption ratio, the dry density, the unconfined
compression strength, and the content of calcium
carbonate were 1.97E-04 m/s, 17.36%, 1.72 g/cm3, 0.75
MPa, and 3.95 % respectively.
The permeability and water absorption ratio of biocemented sand columns by different batches cycle
grouting decreased with the cycle grouting batches
either, of which the decreasing velocities began falling
down significantly after three batches cycle grouting,
shown in Figs. 2a-b. Similar to nutrient solution
grouting frequency, the dry density, the unconfined
compression strength, and the content of calcium
carbonate increased remarkably until the cycle grouting
batches exceeding three times (Figs. 2c-e). The
permeability, water absorption ratio, the dry density, the
unconfined compression strength, and the content of
calcium carbonate of the sand columns treated by three
batches cycle grouting were 7.53E-05 m/s, 11.52%,
1.91g/cm3, 1.77 MPa, and 10.10 %, respectively, which
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were clearly higher than the single cycle grouting in Fig.
1.
SEM
Fig. 3 showed SEM images of bio-cemented sand by
different times nutrient solution grouting. With the
increase of the grouting times of the nutrient solution,
the apparent pore content and the average pore diameter
gradually decreased. With the nutrient solution
grouting times increased from 3 to 15 times, the
apparent porosity and the average pore size decreased
from 14.5% to 4.52% and from 83.492μm to 32.627μm,
respectively. In the 3 times of the nutrient solution,
there were more pores in the bio-cemented sand
because of the limited precipitation of calcium
carbonate. When the filling times of the nutrient
solution reached more than 9 times, it was found that
the calcium carbonate precipitated effectively the
bonded sand particles in the SEM picture, Fig. 3(c),
and the strength reached to 0.75MPa. At the same time,
the apparent pore content and the average pore diameter
with 9 times of the nutrient solution was 8.94% and
50.617μm respectively.
Microstructure morphologies of bio-cemented sand
with different cycle grouting batches were shown in
Fig. 4. The amount of calcium carbonate precipitated
on the surface of the bio-cemented sand particles with
cyclic grouting solidification (Fig. 4) was far more than
that with the single grouting solidification (Fig. 3). With
Ekoloji 28(107): 929-936 (2019)
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Fig. 3. SEM pictures of bio-cemented sand by different nutrient solution grouting times
(a) ~ (e) corresponds to the nutrient solution grouting times from 3 to 15 times with the interval of 3 times

Fig. 4. SEM pictures of bio-cemented sand by different cycle grouting batches
(a) ~ (e) corresponds to the cycle grouting batches from 1 to 5 times.
the cycle grouting batches increasing, the apparent
porosity and average pore size were also lower than
those with single grouting, which decreased from 4.35%
to 1.35%, and from 56.824μm to 15.669μm,
respectively. The apparent porosity and average pore
size of bio-cemented sand filled with three cycle batches
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reaction fluids, in 1.94% and 24.69μm respectively,
decreased by more than 50% from those of the first
cycle grouting, in 4.35% and 56.82μm. With more than
three times of the cycle grouting, the apparent pore
content and the average pore diameter were less than
1.5% and 20μm respectively.
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Fig. 5. Relationship between permeability, unconfined
compressed strength, and precipitated calcium content
(Stabnikov et al. 2013)
DISCUSSION
With the increase of nutrient solution grouting
times, the permeability coefficient, water absorption
ratio, dry density, unconfined compressive strength,
and the calcite content of the bio-cemented sand were
improved. The unconfined compressive strength
(UCS) and permeability coefficient (k) of this study
were correlated with the mass fraction of calcium
carbonate (C), which agree with the linear correlations
found by Viktor Stabnikov et al. (2013), shown in Fig.
5. The precipitated CaCO3 connected and wrapped
original micro particles to form larger particles and
decrease the porosity, as shown in SEM images of biocemented sand particles. However, the changes of the
above properties were not obvious when the grouting
times of the nutrient solution more than 9 times,
because that (i) the activity of bacteria in the sand
column reduced with time (Lian et al. 2018); (ii) some
of the remaining bacteria in the sand column were
washed away by the injected nutrient solution; (iii) the
reaction space reduced with the decreasing porosity of
the sand, which decreases the precipitation.
As the amount and activity of bacteria in the sand
column was low after nine times nutrient solution
filling, the supplement of the bacteria in the next cycle
grouting batch guaranteed the number of bacteria
retained in the sand column, and provided nucleation
sites for the formation of calcium carbonate precipitates
to promote the further precipitation (Muynck et al.
2010), leading to the improvement of the mechanical
properties of the bio-cemented sand. However, the
increment of the solidication effect increased
inapparently after three cycle grouting batches due to
934

Fig. 6. Variation of dry density and unconfined
compressed strength with cycle grouting batches of
continuous injected fluids by (Yang and Cheng 2013)
only tiny amounts of pores rest in the sand, specifically,
with the apparent porosity in less than 2% in the SEM
images of the sand. The variations of the dry density and
unconfined compression strength with increasing cycle
grouting batches with the intermittent injection were
different from those with the continuous injection
(Yang and Cheng 2013), shown as Fig. 6. Although
values of dry density and unconfined compression
strength by both intermittent and continuous injections
grew with the batches increasing to 3 times, the
increasing velocities of them were much slower by the
intermittent injection than those by the continuous
injection after 3 batches. As the bacteria was dashed out
continuously by the nutrient solution, the utilization of
the bacteria is lower with continuous injection than that
with intermittent injection, which delays the
precipitation of calcium carbonate.
CONCLUSION
The effect of environmental factors on the urease
activity was assessed by monitoring changes in the
media conductivity. This paper has studied the
solidification effect of MICP by the intermittent
injection with different cycle grouting batches. The
permeability and water absorption ratio decreased with
the grouting times of nutrient solution, while the dry
density, the unconfined compression strength, and the
content of calcium carbonate increased, identifying the
enhancement of the solidification effect. However, the
increment of the solidification effect declined after the
grouting frequency of nutrient solution reached nine
times. Filing nine times nutrient solution in each cycle
grouting, the solidification effect also increases with the
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cycle grouting batches. The variations of physical and
mechanical properties become flat after three batches.
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